Zigbee wireless sensor network localization evaluation scheme with weighted centroid method
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Abstract. Using wireless communication system, appropriate and correct indoor localization with Zigbee sensor network and could provide interesting services and applications. In this study the Zigbee transmission model with positioning method by using the relative-span exponentially weighted centroid method for the indoor localization. The experimental results and analyze results are evaluated a distance error. The ZigBee transmission model in measurement consists of 121 positions with distance between positions to positions is 0.3 meter. The experimental setup at every position operated at frequency band from 2.3 GHz to 2.5 GHz. The accuracy of estimated position is considered in the term of distance error with the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of distance error is shown. The result presents optimal value for REWL is 0.2 and mean of distance error is 0.65 m.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Zigbee wireless networks are widely used in several applications for indoor and outdoor localizations. The information of localization is a main criterion for the capability of wireless sensor network. The wireless network cannot work properly without position information. Moreover, the accurate location estimation is helpful in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) services such as routing, information processing [2], [3], and [5]. Thus, in WSNs, localization has become a very popular research orientation. Based on the requirement for measuring the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) between reference nodes and target nodes in the positioning process, WSNs localization algorithm can be split into the range-based localization algorithm and the range-free localization algorithm. A good localization, algorithm should be immune to ambient environmental impacts as well as inexplicit distances and should calculate a position as soon as possible. A promising algorithm of localization is the REWL algorithm with Zigbee technology.

The Zigbee is short-range wireless technology, low-cost and low power which satisfies IEEE 802.15.4 standard for both physical layer (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) [8]. The advantage of the Zigbee are time-saving and high reliability, distance ranging from 10 meter to 100 meter, suitable for construction, industrial control, work environment, Data rate ranging from 125 kbps to 250 kbps and medical.

There are many techniques with positioning method. It’s available either based on the hardware arrangement, or relied on simulation algorithm. In this research, the performance of WSNs depends on the density of nodes and the quality of data signals. The precision of position could be calculated from the co-ordinations of any four reference nodes.

In this paper we consider algorithm for indoor localization resolution. We evaluation the Weighted Centroid method based on RSSI for WSNs. The estimation of position is considered in term of distance error. The following part of this paper is arrange as follows. Section II explain of evaluation of indoor localization. Next, the measurement setup and results of this paper are explained in Section III and IV. Eventually, summary the conclusions are given in section V.

2 EVALUATION METHOD OF INDOOR LOCALIZATION

2.1. Receive Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)

The RSSI (Receive Signal Strength Indicator) is a method to measure the strength of radio waves becomes different depending on the space between a reference node and a target node. The strength of received signals can compare by using probability distribution based on a statistical method and measures the location. To use this method, it should measure strengths of sample signals at predefined various locations in advance. The Zigbee used in sensor networks provides a REWL algorithm with RSSIs.
2.2 Relative-Span Exponentially Weighted Localization Algorithm (REWL)

The REWL algorithm is based on Relative Weighted Localization (RWL) for wireless sensor networks proposed in [1] which the REWL is better than RWL. We show difference between two follow equations 1 and 2. This solution show how to approach the location $p$ of the target node by calculating the RWL of the coordinate. More precisely, the position of the estimated target node is given by.

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ RSS_{\text{max}} - RSS_i \right] \times a_i$$

While RWL performs solely average of the coordinates of reference node devices to localize blind folded devices, the REWL uses weights to guarantee an improvement of localization. Establishing from the calculation of the RWL equation 1, the equation for determining the position with REWL is derived. Reveal the term as sum of ones and the multiplication of with ones, equation 1 is expanded to the REWL equation 2.

$$y = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (1-\lambda) RSS_{\text{max}} - RSS_i \right] \times y_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (1-\lambda) RSS_{\text{max}} - RSS_i \right]}$$

2.3 Performance Evaluation

The localization error is explain as a distance between the exact position and the approximated location of a target node.

3 ZIGBEE WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK MEASUREMENT

In this research we have designed a model to measurement for location identifier of the target node in indoor environment. For more accurate localization, the experiment will be done without obstructions. RSSI measurement is carry on by using Zigbee in the term of transmission of the signal strength at frequency of 2.4 GHz. The model used for measurement consists of 121 positions with space between one position and next position is 0.3 meter. The model of measurement is depicted in figure 1. For x and y axes on the coordinates (0, A), (11, A), (0, K) and (11, K) are used as reference nodes. The measurement was done at the room 305 of 3th floor, E-Building, Faculty of Engineering, King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we proposed algorithm of performance analysis. By consider simulate the REWL based on WSNs for RSS. The accuracy calculates from reference node to target node follow equation 2 and the localization error calculates follow equation 5.

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (1-\lambda) RSS_{\text{max}} - RSS_i \right] \times a_i$$

and

$$x = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (1-\lambda) RSS_{\text{max}} - RSS_i \right] \times x_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (1-\lambda) RSS_{\text{max}} - RSS_i \right]}$$
The distance error of each estimated distance is shown in term of CDF. The distance error in x, y axes of REWL algorithm with $\lambda = 0.1$ is shown in figure 2 the mean of distance error is 1.24 m. The distance error in x, y axes of REWL algorithm with $\lambda = 0.15$ is shown in figure 3 the mean of distance error is 0.9 m. The distance error in x, y axes of REWL algorithm with $\lambda = 0.2$ is shown in figure 4 the mean of distance error is 0.65 m. The distance error in x, y axes of REWL algorithm with $\lambda = 0.25$ is shown in figure 5 the mean of distance error is 0.75 m. To ascertain the optimal $\lambda$, we simulated a full equipped sensor network of the enclosed $2 \times 2$ reference node (4 nodes). In the figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 are demonstrating the CDF of the distance error with different weight factor ($\lambda$). The simulation result shows several minimum distance errors depending on the distance and the weight factor ($\lambda$). The smallest average of distance error exists at $\lambda = 0.20$, yields the best result as shown in figure 4. Consequently, before begin the localization process, a concentrated analysis of the transmission range, the dimensions of the network and distance are required to get the smallest distance error.

But in practice, interferences and obstacles as well as uncertain electronic transfer elements within the transceivers. Afterward, distances are estimated by using REWL algorithm. Consequently, the distance error of each position is evaluated by mesh contour and shown in figures 6, 7, 8 and 9.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper how to evaluate the Zigbee transmission model for indoor localization based on RSSI measurements collected by using REWL algorithm for WSNs. It provides the approximated position error of the target node in dissimilar test a points inside an inspection power transmission loss. This research we are summarizing the basic theoretical and practical facts impact the measured data exceedingly. Therefore, calculating distance using simple model will result in faulty distance with at least offset errors and scaling errors for concerning analysis of the distance error of REWL.
Moreover, the REWL algorithm and against scaling error of distance measurement has been clarify. Localization results using Zigbee node indoor environment are described. Even though the positioning algorithm does not yet give the suitable results very precisely, the presented localization algorithm in merging with the Zigbee technology offer lots of advantages. It’s very significant advantages are its minimum resource requirements, fast computation process and low complexity which advocate REWL as localization algorithm in Zigbee WSNs.
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